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List ofTerms
Ascender^-The segment of a lower case character that extends above the x-height.
CapitalHeight-The height of the uppercase letters in relation to x-height
Contrast-The difference between the thick and thin elements of a letterform.
CRT-Cathode RayTube; the technology behind most illuminated display devices,
including computer monitors and television sets.
Descendei^-The segment of a lower case character that extends below the baseline.
Fit-Describes the spacing between characters in a font.
Joins-The way in which different elements of a letterform come together.
Leading-The space between lines of type.
Navigation-The process of a user finding his or her way through an interactive doc
ument.
PDF-Portable Document Format; a non-proprietary file format developed by Adobe
that enables documents to retain all elements of formatting regardless of the com
puter platform they are viewed on or printed from.
Pixel-Picture Element; the smallest addressable unit of a CRT screen.
Portable Documents-Any document that retains its original look and feel as it trav
els between computer platforms.
RightJustify-The same as justify, in typographic terms; any text that is flush with
the right and left margins in a document.
vui
Serifs-Small strokes at the ends of the stems of characters.
Weight-The thickness of the stroked elements that make up a character in a font.
Light and Bold are examples of font weights.
X-Height-The area of a character that lies between the mean and baselines.
Generally determined by the height of the lower case x.
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Abstract
Document portability programs transform electronic documents into a state that
allows information to be viewed, annotated, and printed by any computer system,
regardless of the original computer platform or software application used to create
the primary document. In addition, portable documents maintain formatting, fonts
and graphics as they appear in the original.
Despite the unique opportunity these programs offer for distributing informa
tion, most portable document developers do not use the technology effectively. Poor
font rendering and page sizes too large for easy navigation or comfortable monitor
viewing make most portable documents impractical for pure electronic use.When a
document is presented on screen, it no longer has the same properties as a printed
page. Though the information contained within it may not have changed, the reader
has less control over the conditions under which the document will be read. It
becomes the responsibility of the creator to present that information in a useful
manner, if he or she wishes the information to reach its audience.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether it is possible, through sim
ple formulaic reformatting, to create highly legible text intensive documents for on
screen viewing using a document portability program, specificallyAdobes Portable
Document Format. This objective was achieved by determining the factors that con
tribute to legibility and creating and testing various documents based on those find
ings.
Three experiments were conducted to determine whether the portable document
format is a viable medium for viewing text intensive documents on screen. It was
found that though the portable document format has revolutionary specific uses, and
if documents are formatted specifically for the medium users prefer them over non-
optimized documents, users still prefer to read text intensive documents on paper.
xi
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Statement ofProblem
What is a page? Traditionally a page is either side of the pieces ofpaper bound in a
book. A page can be any size, but its shape is generally rectangular and vertically ori
ented. In our day-to-day lives, a page is the smallest physical element of a document,
a magazine, term paper, or project report, usually
8.5"
x 11", again vertical in nature.
But in the computer age,what defines a page?
The default page size in word processing programs is
8.5"
x 11", the standard
output size for most printers. But electronic documents do not use paper; the sub
strate becomes the computer monitor and the size is no longer recorded in inches,
but in pixels. The pixel, or picture element, is the smallest addressable area of a mon
itor. In general, monitors have 72 pixels per inch, a significantly lower resolution
than that found in a laser-printed page, which generally has a resolution between
300 and 600 dots per inch.
The standard computer screen size is 13 inches, or 640 x 480 pixels, positioned
horizontally. (Despite Apple's claim that its standard monitors are growing-from 13
to 14 and now 15 inches-the base number of pixels in the monitor has not changed.)
Using the monitor as a
"page" forces us to reevaluate our definition of a page, in
terms ofboth its size and orientation. As a result, we must revise our output as well.
A problem arises when information intended to be viewed on a computer screen
is designed according to the standards of the printed page. Because printed docu-
ments are generally vertical and cannot be viewed in their entirety on most monitors,
standard page sizes, particularly
8.5"
x
11"
documents, are not effective means of dis
tributing electronic information.1 Document portability programs effortlessly trans
form existing documents into a portable state. As a consequence many developers do
not consider the design issues that arise as a result ofmoving a document from one
medium to another. This oversight has led to a proliferation of portable documents
that are inappropriate for on-screen use.
It is important to note that not all portable documents are intended to be viewed
on a monitor. The file formats are designed to display and print documents exactly
the way they originally appeared. This study, however, is concerned only with those
documents that are distributed specifically for on-screen, not printed, use.
The graph below illustrates the difficulty ofviewing an
8.5"
x
11"
page on a
standard monitor:
Percent 8.5 x 1 1 " Document Visible on Various Monitor Sizes
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Fig. 1 Percent page visible of an
8.5"
x 1 V document on various monitor sizes.
Background and Significance
HISTORY OF PORTABILITY
For years computers of all platforms have been able to indirectly exchange ASCII
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) encoded text information
through telecommunication networks. ASCII has only ninety-five printable charac
ters, limited formatting ability, and no support for graphics.2 Documents are pre
pared in one standard font and cannot include characters beyond the standard nine
ty-five, making transmission of tables, formulas, and data in foreign languages quite
difficult. Using portable documents in place ofASCII removes all those limitations.
Spreadsheet data, graphs, any font and any image can be directly incorporated into
the document. If compression options are used effectively, the size of a portable doc
ument-including images and embedded fonts-need not be drastically larger than the
same document created in ASCII.
With the introduction of the PCExchange extension forMacintosh, Macs can
directly communicate with PCs in ways beyond the simple transfer ofASCII infor
mation. The extension allows a Macintosh to recognize a PC-formatted floppy disk
and read certain file types in Macintosh applications. Even so, this interchange
occurs only in one direction and in a limited capacity.3 Not all document types can
be translated, fidelity in formatting is not guaranteed, and the effects of font substi
tution cannot be anticipated.
CHANGES IN INFORMATION ACCESS
The explosion of the personal computer market and growing public and commercial
use of the Internet have greatly changed our access to information. In minutes we
can scan the resources ofnearly any library in the world, order flowers and airplane
tickets on-line, or see museum collections displayed on-screen in our own homes. It
is no longer necessary to open a book to learn how a computer program works. On
line databases and hypertext links can take us to the exact paragraph we need within
seconds.
There has been some discussion about publishing mainstream magazines in elec
tronic form-specifically in the portable document format. Instead of distributing
magazines throughout offices, a companywould purchase a license to distribute a
number of electronic copies from a server. Libraries could place periodicals on-line
instead of on the shelves.4 For this proposition to be truly practical, however, a radi
cal redesign in a magazines layout and typography is necessary. If an on-screen doc
ument is illegible and awkward to navigate, the possibility ofwidespread acceptance
will be low.
A recent Gartner Group report stresses the emerging importance of the
client/server environment in electronic publishing.5 The proliferation of networks
provides a convenient way for members of organizations to communicate with each
other. Aside from e-mail-an ASCII-based operation-the flow of documents from
one user to another is still hardware and software dependent. While networks allow
users to exchange information freely, which can greatly increase productivity, an
incompatible file is useless. Until all hardware and software are compatible, there
must be a way for documents to travel between computer platforms. One of these
ways can be through the use ofportable documents.
Document portability programs are at the forefront of information interchange
in the evolving world of computing. Their ability to present a document as it origi
nally appeared in any application, using any formatting and any computer system
offers an edge no other technology has. But to optimize this advantage, certain stan
dards must be adhered to.
Reasonsfor Interest
Document portability is an important emerging technology, one that will change
the way people communicate in their personal and professional lives. Society has
become dependent on visual communication and as more and more people use
personal computers to access information, it must be presented in ways that meet
expectations. Portable documents provide a tremendous breakthrough in informa
tion interchange. One can create a document in any application on a Unix,
Macintosh, DOS orWindows-based computer and read it in any of those envi
ronments with its fonts, formatting, and graphics intact, providing a visually
attractive alternative to traditional methods of exchanging electronic data.
As the use ofportable documents has grown in popularity, few developers have
recognized the differences between the media, that design elements effective in print
may not translate well to the computer screen.While the documents they create may
be visually attractive, the text is often illegible. The immediate access offered by elec
tronic documents can be more convenient than traditional texts, but onlywhen the
documents are designed to be read on-screen.
CURRENT USE
Apple, the computer manufacturer, produces a monthly newsletter, "Information
Alley," in PDF format that is available free of charge from their Internet server.
While the information included in the newsletter is useful and its appearance is eye
catching, it is not easy to read. At twenty pages in length-with several graphics and a
good deal of color-it is doubtful many readers will output the document on their
personal printers in order to read it. Yet the developers insist on using an
8.5"
x
11"
layout and 10 point italic type.
Making the document portable so that any user can read it with all the original
formatting intact is a wise publishing decision. However, ignoring the medium in
which the document is viewed is a problematic oversight. Not only is it difficult to
navigate through, in places it is simply illegible.
PSINet supplies a PDF user manual to subscribers of their Internet access ser
vices. The document uses a horizontal 11" x 8.5" layout. While the orientation is
correct, the size of the pages is still much too large for full-screen display. In addi
tion, the type is a very thin, condensed 10-point, there are no navigational tools, and
the document is over fifty pages long. It is completely impractical (See Appendix A).
Portability programs should succeed, if only because they are easy to use.
Creating a portable document is no more difficult than sending a file to a printer.
Distributing information electronically is cheaper (and in many cases faster) than
printed material. Portable documents can be more legible and attractive than ASCII
text, any electronic document can be made portable and document portability pro
grams break down the barriers set in place by incompatible computer formats. But if
portable documents aren't created according to a set of design standards-and users
find them difficult to read or to navigate-the technology will not catch on. The abil
ity to exchange information openly between computer platforms is to everyone's
advantage.With a set of standards designed to enhance this ability, the technology
will be more effective and catch on faster.
Endnotes for Chapter 1
* Dillon, Andrew, et al. "The Effects ofDisplay Size and Text Splitting on
Reading Lengthy Text From
Screen,"
vol 9 no 3, Behaviour and Information
Technology, May 1990, p. 215 gives a summary of two reading comprehension
studies supporting this statement.
2 Xenakis, John J. "Arrivederci
ASCII," Information Week, February 25, 1991, p 14
^ While peripherals such as Macintosh cards for the PC and PC cards for the
Macintosh are available, they are quite expensive and not widely used.
^ For further information see P. N. Smith, et al. "Electronic Publishing with Acrobat:
the CAJUN Project," Proceedings ofthe International Conference on Electronic
Publishing, Document Manipulation and Typography, vol 6 no 4, 1993, p 481-494
-* Gartner Group, "Integrated Document Output 8c
Management," Gartner Group
Continuous Services study, 11/01/94
Chapter 2
THEORETICAL BASIS AND
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
For many centuries printed text documents have maintained a consistent form and
style. From the Gutenberg bible to the pages ofMacWorld, information is presented
in virtually the same
manner.1
In most legible documents, text is arranged on a vertical page, surrounded by
margins and graphics in a way that is easy for a reader to digest. As we move into
the electronic age, the definition of a page changes, and so must the way textual
information is displayed.
A large body of research was developed, mostly in the 1980s, concerning the
relationship between electronically displayed text, reading speed and comprehension.
Most of these studies illustrate the difference between printed text and text on a
video display terminal. Unfortunately, scientists are not typographers and most
typographers are not scientists. Many elements often considered obvious when
determining legibility-such as optimal type style, size, and leading-were not factors
in most testing processes.
LEGIBILITY AND COMPREHENSION STUDIES
In "The VisibleWord," (1969) Spencer conveniently analyzes significant print-based
legibility studies, from the mid-17th century to the 1960s. Based on several compre
hensive studies he summarizes:
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Words set entirely in capitals are considerably less legible than words in lower
case. Italics reduce legibility, but provided the counters of the letters are open,
bold face does not. Semi-bold types are preferred by many readers. . . .
Excessively long lines cause a sharp increase in the number of regressions
[backtracking]. Short lines, on the other hand, increase the number of fixa
tion pauses. . . . Leading permits line length to be extended without loss of
legibility. . . . Unjustified setting does not decrease legibility. 2
He also notes:
The most reliable investigations all show that the commoner type sizes, 9 to
12 point, are of about equal legibility. Larger sizes reduce reading effici
ency. ... In their pursuit of optimal type size many researchers seem to have
disregarded the influence of reading distance: a 12 point type read at 18
inches is the equivalent of a 10 point type at 15 inches.3
This is particularly relevant, considering most users view their computer monitors at
a distance of 18-24 inches. There is no discussion about the legibility of type styles,
for example serif versus sans serif
With a basic set of parameters in place for creating legible printed type, a similar
understanding of legibility in on-screen viewing is necessary. In 1987, Gould, et al,
found that despite many earlier studies to the contrary, including one of his own,
reading from monitors can be as fast as reading from paper:
The explanation centers on the image quality of the characters. Reading
speeds equivalent to those on paper occur on CRT displays containing char
acter fonts that resemble those on paper (rather than dot matrix fonts, for
example), that have a polarity of dark characters on a light background, that
are anti-aliased (i.e., contain grey level), and that are shown on displays with
relatively high resolution.4
Previously, studies were conducted on monitors with positive polarity, or colored type
(usually orange or green) on a black background, with little regard to fonts, leading,
and proper line length.5 The viewing circumstances Gould identifies are similar to
those commonly used today; anti-aliasing of characters is implemented byAdobe
Type Manager and most monitors default to black-on-white, or allow the user to
choose the colors used for display.
Document portability programs have fixed maximum page sizes. Unlike most
applications that displayASCII documents, document portability programs do not
permit the user to continuously scroll through lengthy files. This limitation is not
necessarily a deficiency. In 1983, Schwartz, et al, studied user response to scrolling
and paging in electronic documents. It was found that novice users prefer paging,
though with experienced users both methods produced similar results.6 In a similar
study, Mills andWeldon (1985) found no quantitative differences in the two viewing
methods.7 Related studies show that readers "establish a visual memory for the loca
tion of items within a printed text based on their spatial location both on the page
and within the document."8 This is an important consideration when creating
lengthy text documents. Readers increase comprehension by remembering informa
tion based on its spatial relationship to other elements on a page. Such a relationship
is .difficult to create when scrolling through information.
Dillon, et al (1990) studied the effects of display size and text splitting on read
ing comprehension. Testing was carried out using a journal article with an approxi
mate line length of eighty characters on two different monitor sizes-twenty (stan
dard) and sixty (similar in size to A4 paper) lines per screen. There was not a signifi
cant difference in comprehension between the two. The effects of text splitting, or
dividing sentences, were more apparent. Subjects tested with text-split documents
were twice as likely to flip between pages.9 Viewing text on-screen does not provide
the reader the luxury of easily returning to previous sections. Eliminating sentence
breaks reduces the necessity of turning back pages, and should be considered when
developing text for on-screen use.
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Galitz (1993) gives a list of recommendations for presenting type on video dis
plays:
Include no more than 40-60 characters per line
-A double column of 30-35 characters separated by 5 spaces is also
acceptable;
Do not right-justify;
Separate paragraphs by at least one blank line;
Use paging (not scrolling).10
Concerning typefaces he states, "Generally, sans serif typefaces are recommended if
the type is less than 8 points in size ... or if the display environment is less than
ideal."11 His assertion is not documented. However, in Kingston (1995) subjects pre
ferred Palatino (serif), followed closely by New York (serif) and Geneva (sans serif).
Kingston found 18-point type to be the favored type size, though this would seem
rather impractical for lengthy text documents.12
Based on the literature it seems evident that for portable documents intended for
on-screen use to be effective, they must be specifically designed for that medium.
DIGITAL TYPE
Well-designed screen fonts are an integral part of developing legible documents for
digital display. The first typefaces designed for computer use were developed along
with the computer, in the 1940s. It was not until the 1960s, with the introduction of
8-bit computers, that both upper and lower case characters could be used in a digital
font. But text was displayed as a series of dots, forced into shape by the limitations of
the display medium. It was not until the introduction of the graphical user interface,
allowing for a fully addressable screen area, that type was able to appear in a wide
variety of designs and weights on-screen. Inkjet and laser printers further con
tributed to the development of digital type by providing an output device capable of
producing high resolution, low-cost results.
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Over the past decade, as the terminal was replaced by the graphics-based desktop
computer, an entirely new medium was created, replacing paper as the ultimate des
tination of the material displayed on-screen. According to Kahn, et al: "The infor
mation on the screen is no longer a surrogate for the real information on the printed
page. The surface of the computer screen is the page. The screen fonts are no longer
the approximation of the type our readers will see-these screen fonts are the type we
must use to communicate our ideas."13 To be effective, digitally-displayed type must
approach the legibility of type on the printed page.
The Lucida family of typefaces, designed in the mid-1980s by Charles Bigelow
and Kris Holmes, was the first full type family designed specifically for low-resolu
tion devices. Lucida is described as a "font-independent design." Based on a mathe
matical analysis of highly legible typefaces, the elements of the letterforms were
tuned specifically for low-resolution devices before the design or style of the letters
was introduced. Font bitmaps were hand edited to conform to the limitations of the
display devices, specifically CRT screens and laser printers.
"Font-independence"
simplymeans the principles used to design Lucida are primarily dependent on
mathematics, not a specific artistic style. The authors ". . . sought to tune the letter-
forms ofLucida to digital image processing and reconstruction."14 Bigelow and
Holmes identified seven critical areas that could be tuned to optimize it for low res
olution use.
Weight refers to the ratio of stem thickness to the x-height of a character. Most
popular typefaces have a weight ratio between 5:1 and 6:1, with a higher ratio pro
ducing a more delicate font. A common problem with screen fonts is "rounding off"
of the character weight when the ratio falls between the boundaries of pixels.
Rounding up adds a pixel and causes a font to look too bold, while rounding down
12
can result in the loss of small details. Lucida has a weight ratio of 5.5:1, which
reduces the margin of error in displaying fonts at smaller sizes and lower resolutions.
Contrast is the difference between the thick and thin elements of a character.
Low contrast typefaces appear sturdy and are generally easier to read. Thin joins,
serifs and hairlines tend to erode or expand disproportionately under poor condi
tions. A contrast ratio of2:1 for the basic Lucida designs was chosen to increase leg
ibility and to prevent the characters from "breaking
up."
Joinplacement describes the way in which different elements of a letterform join,
or how the serifs, stems and bowls come together. For Lucida, the join was placed
relatively deeply in the stems, so that any filling in would not completely conceal the
shape of the counterform, or the white space between two adjoining elements.
The size and shape of the serifs are an important consideration. Serifs that are
too small will tend to "round down" and disappear, while larger serifs may expand
and overpower the design of a character. At higher resolutions complex serif shapes
may result in much greater file sizes as well as longer processing times. Lucida has
short, polygonal serifs that can accurately be represented as vectors at high resolu
tions, yet round off to slab serifs at smaller sizes without appearing too heavy.
Much ofwhat determines the ease with which a typeface can be read lies in the
way the lettersfit together. Consistent fitting as well as a harmonic balance with the
counters, or white spaces within the letters, plays a major role in typeface legibility.
An ideal fit is difficult to achieve in low resolution devices, because rounding off
forces characters into unintended positions. Regular, open spacing was used for
Lucida to increase the probability ofharmonic display.
Capital height describes the height ofuppercase letters in relation to x-height. In
low resolutions, uppercase letters often overpower the lowercase, according to the
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authors, "for retrograde reasons left over from monocase terminals and printers."15
Their apparent size and abundance of stems tend to round up, adding increased
emphasis especially at smaller sizes where a difference of one pixel is noticeable. To
reduce their prominence, Lucida capitals are slightly shorter than the height of the
ascenders. A weight ratio similar to the lower case was chosen, as well as narrower
proportions, to lessen the effect further.
The height of the lower case x, or the x-height, holds most of the information
communicated to a reader. As a result, the complex middle sections of lower case let
ters require greater resolution than the ascenders and descenders. A large x-height
gives the appearance of a larger font, as more information can be relayed within that
area relative to the actual size of the font. However, there is an upper limit to the
size of the x-height; an excessively large x-height can reduce the size of the ascen
ders and descenders to such a degree that they are no longer distinctive. Characters
such as
"n"
and
"h"
and
"q"
and
"g"
can be confused, gready affecting legibility. The
x-height ofLucida is 52% of the body size. This proportion allows enough space for
detail within the lower case letters, without reducing the significance of the ascen
ders and descenders.16
The growth ofmultimedia applications and personal computer use has dramati
cally increased the demand for CRT-optimized fonts. Harold Grey of the
International Typeface Corporation states, "We get a lot of requests from software
developers who want to use one of our fonts for either on-line doc[ument] distribu
tion or CD-ROM distribution."While ITC is often criticized for producing fonts
with large x-heights, he feels this growing design trend makes ITC faces "quite good
for on-screenreading."Defining characteristics of these fonts are the wider font
width, greater x-height, rounded open bowls and shorter ascenders and descenders.
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While the fonts have not been designed specifically for use with monitors, as was
Lucida, their suitability for such use is intentional.17
THE PORTABLE DOCUMENT FORMAT
The PDF (Portable Document Format) file "language" is an important factor in this
study. It is what makes Acrobat documents portable. Though not a true computer
language, PDF is modeled after the Postscript language and uses a geometric coordi
nate system to describe a page and its composite elements. This results in resolution
and device independence. Images and graphics can be incorporated into a document
much in the same way they are included in any Postscript file.18
As a result ofAdobe's efforts to make the Portable Document Format a stan
dard, PDF files can be viewed by any user, without the need to purchase any special
software application. The "Acrobat Reader" is a viewing application available for
DOS,Windows, Macintosh and Unix that is included with many new software
applications. It can also be downloaded from Adobe at their Internet site.19 The
Reader allows users to view and navigate freely through any PDF document.
Creating a PDF document can be as easy as sending a file to a printer-easier,
actually, because the user doesn't even need a printer. The process is similar to creat
ing a Postscript file; instead ofproducing hard copy, the "PDFWriter" (a Chooser
extension or printer driver) creates a PDF file. This file is immediately available for
viewing on any system with an installed PDF viewer, either Acrobat Reader or
Acrobat Exchange. Additional functionality, such as hypertext links and automatic
zoom, can only be added in the Exchange program (which is not free) but any added
functions can be used within either viewer.
Fonts are incorporated into PDF documents by three different methods: full
embedding, selective embedding and no embedding. Embedding is accomplished by
including font matrix information as part of the PDF page description. Matrix
information is included only for the individual characters used, not the entire font.
If full embedding is chosen, a font matrix for every character in a document is
included. While this ensures that a PDF file will look exactly like the original, it
greatly increases the size of the file. Selective embedding allows a developer to
choose specific fonts to embed. It is usefulwhen the end-user's font library is
known, or if a document contains system and non-system fonts, such as a trademark
typeface. A documentwith no embedding relies on the user having the fonts used in
the document installed in his or her system. If a user has a font installed, the PDF
reader will access that font when displaying the portable document. If a font is not
available, two multiple master fonts supplied with the PDF viewers will interpolate
the information and display a font as accurately as possible, based on a rudimentary
"font description" included with each document. The multiple master fonts some
times produce illegible results, hence fidelitywith the original document cannot be
assured. They are assisted in rendering by a mini-version ofAdobe Type Manager
(also free).
One strength of electronic documents is their ability to be accessed by multiple
users and viewed from a server or downloaded to an individual computer over a net
work. Because a network is often an information bottleneck, several compression
options are available for PDF documents.
Because portable documents are not editable, most document portability pro
grams support annotation, generally in the form of electronic
"sticky-notes." Users
can add comments to documents, similar to writing in the margins of printed pages.
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Text can be copied and pasted into any text-editor, but font and formatting informa
tion is lost.20 Most programs also allow users to copy graphics, which by using the
same tool text can be made into a graphic. It then retains all formatting, but is no
longer editable.
For the purpose of this study, the most relevant features ofportable documents
include their ability to retain all formatting of the original, remain fully searchable and
support hypertext links, allowing a user to immediately access the exact information he
or she needs when reading through lengthy text on-screen.
ERGONOMICS
The effects of extended computer use on the human body must also be considered
when assessing the value ofproperly designed portable documents. Numerous studies
have determined that spending hours in front of a computer is extremely taxing on the
body. Eye strain, neck and shoulder aches and repetitive stress injuries all result from
staring at the monitor, pounding on the keyboard, and sitting in one position for hours
on end. Documents appropriately prepared for monitor viewing could have an impact
on reducing some of the stresses associated with computer use.21
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Chapter 3
HYPOTHESIS
Ifdocuments are originally designedforprinted output,
then they must be reformatted to be effectivefor on-screen viewing.
The fundamental deficiencies in today's portable documents lie with developers
failing to identify the differences encountered in viewing a document on-screen and
viewing it on paper. This study is concerned with the creation of effective portable
documents for on-screen use. Page sizes and font choices play a major role in the
legibility of a document; it is the goal of this thesis to determine whether through
simple reformatting procedures, carried out in a reasonable amount of time, it is pos
sible to customize a document for effective use on a computer monitor.
20
Chapter 4
METHODOLOGY
Legibility and comprehension are very complex areas of study. It is impracticable to
test all the elements that affect the legibility of a document. But the basic rules of
typography and design, as outlined byTinker and Spencer, should apply to any
medium.
The two factors that most affect legibility in any document, page design and typog
raphy, are particularly important for portable documents. The low resolution of the
monitor and it's non-standard "page" size create special problems and limitations
that do not exist in traditional publishing. The experiments in this studywere
designed to identify how these elements can be used to improve the effectiveness of
portable documents.
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTATION
A preliminary experiment was carried out to determine what typography and design
elements currendy used in portable documents have an effect-positive or
negative-on viewers.
Fifteen respondents were presented with five portable documents representative
of those currently published on the Internet and an introduction designed by the
author based on the principles outlined in Chapter 2, Theoretical Bases and Review
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ofLiterature (See Appendix A). All respondents were familiar with portable docu
ments, but none had significant experience viewing them. Respondents were asked
to fill out a questionnaire designed to identify the agreeable and disagreeable typo
graphic and design elements within each document The results of this experiment,
outlined in Appendix B, determined the how the document in the second experi
ment was formatted.
SETTING STANDARDS
The preliminary experiment pinpointed design elements and legibility issues that
most affect a document s suitability for on-screen use. Based on these findings, the
author applied those elements to an existing document originally intended for print,
for the purpose of customizing it for on-screen use using the standards identified in
the first experiment.
FINAL EXPERIMENTATION
The final test determined if the reformatting procedures were effective. Thirty
respondents were presented with both the original and the reformatted document
and then asked which was more effective for on-screen use. They were also asked
whether they preferred to use the document on-screen or in its original printed
form. Detailed results of this test, as well as the questionnaire, are shown in
Appendix D.
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Equipment Used
PowerMacintosh 7100/66
Apple Multiscan 15" monitor (640 x 480 pixels)
Adobe Acrobat Exchange, Distiller, and Reader
QuarkXpress
Internet account
Method ofEvaluation
The truth of the hypothesis is determined by the responses of the individuals taking
part in the study.
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Chapter 5
RESULTS OF THE
EXPERIMENTATION
The results of the three experiments used in this study are outlined below. Further
details of each as well as the specifics of the documents tested can be found in the
appendices.
Results ofthe Preliminary Experiment
The tables below outline the results of the preliminary experimentation. This data
was collected to reconfirm the findings of previous legibility studies conducted by a
variety of scientists, as discussed in Chapter 2. In addition, the study was used to
determine whether those findings apply to portable documents, and to identify ele
ments specific to portable documents that users liked or disliked. The data was then
used to create the second test, Optimizing a Text Intensive Document for On-
Screen Display. The questionnaire used in the preliminary experiment as well as
more detailed results can be found in Appendix B.
OVERALL LEGIBILITY
Respondents were asked to view six portable documents and rate the effectiveness of
the type face, type size, leading, line length, page size, and navigational tools used in
each. After viewing the six documents independently, respondents were asked to rate
the documents overall from 1-6, one being the most legible, six being the least. The
best possible score was fifteen, the worst ninety. The results of these overall ratings
24
Legibility
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
introduction Doc. 1 Doc. 2 Doc. 3 Doc. 4 Doc. 5
Figure 5.1 Overall Legibility
are shown in Figure 5.1, with lower numbers indicating higher legibility. The results
of the studies oudined in Chapter 2 indicate that legibility is not determined by one
individual factor but several factors in combination.The following tables illustrate the
individual results of each element tested in this experiment. The highest scoring ele
mentwithin each category is not necessarily the most effective when combined with
others, although in general the highest scores were received by elements that make up
the best scoring documents overall. In some cases, two or more documents share simi
lar elements; the results of those questions were averaged only for those elements.
TYPEFACE
Percentage ratings for all primary text typefaces used in the test documents are
shown in Figure 5.3. Galliard, Minion, and Lucida all display the elements that
make a typeface ideal for on-screen use (see Chapter 2, Digital Fonts) and all scored
fairly high. Minion is separated into two categories, highlighting the effect type size
has on legibility. Though 14-point Minion scored a 100% approval rating, 12-point
25
Minion 14 Minion 12 Galliard Courier Bold Revue
Figure 5.2 Typeface Legibility
Lucida
scored only 67%. Minion was chosen as the main text typeface for experiment two
based on the results of this test, combined with the high legibility rating overall of
the Introduction, the document in which it was
used.
Figure 5.3
Total Percent of Respondents
Stating Legible or Very Legible:
Minion 14 100%
Lucida 73%
Minion 12 67%
Galliard 67%
Courier Bold 47%
Revue 7%
TYPE SIZE
The results determining ideal type size are listed
here, with an average score taken for documents
that contained the same type size. Fourteen-point type was selected for the second
test based on its high adequacy rating as well as the mix of "too
small"
and "too
large"
responses. Results for 12-point type were split almost evenly (53% to 47%)
15
12
Type Size too small
too large
adequate
10 pt 12 pt
Figure 5.4 Type Size Adequacy
14 pt 16 pt
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Figure 5.5
Total Percent of Respondents
Stating Adequate:
14 point
16 point
12 point
10 point
73%
60%
47%
0%
between "too small"and "adequate."Ten-point was
rated unanimously as "too
small."
The anomaly in the results for 16-point type
are likely the result of respondents viewing
Document 5 at the automatic zoom display of less
than 100%. Figure 5.14 illustrates the user response to the automatic zoom/magnifi
cation feature. Fifty-three percent of respondents "didn'tnotice,"however, automatic
zoom reduces the display size ofDocument 5 to 63%, drastically affecting the dis
play and legibility of the type.
LEADING
Three documents used standard 12-point type on 14-point leading (14%), which
scored less favorably than the expanded 20 and 23% leading. The highest scoring
15
12
9
6
3
0
Leading
to ';.:';
:
'..;;-'
14% 20%
Figure 5.6 Leading Adequacy
too small
too wide
adequate
23% 29%
Figure 5.7
Total Percent of Respondents
StatingAdequate:
23 point 80%
20 point 80%
14 point 55%
29 point 47%
leading widths-20 and 23%-combine with 16-
and 14-point type respectively. Figure 5.6 displays
the results. The scores for 29% leading illustrate
how dramatically type size and style can affect the
amount of leading required to achieve legibility.
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Used in conjunction with 10-point type as it is in this example, 29% leading received
equal numbers of
"adequate"
and "too small"ratings (47%), though it is significantly
wider than the higher scoring samples. These results clearly show how all elements
work together to affect the legibility of a document. Fourteen-point type received
higher ratings in type size, whileMinion scored higher in legibility. As a result of
these three elements of the experiment, it was decided to use 14-pointMinion with
18-point leading for the second experiment.
LINE LENGTH
Previous studies show that the ideal line length for on-screen viewing lies between
40 to 60 characters per line. The preferred line length in this experiment is within
the 55-60 character range, with 80% of respondents stating
"adequate" for fifty-five
characters per line and 73% for sixty. Twenty-five characters per line scored third,
15 -i Line Length
12
9
6
3
0
60 55 25
Figure 5.8 Line Length Adequacy
too short
Li too long
L_J adequate
Figure 5.9
Total Percent of Respondents
Stating Adequate:
60 characters 73%
55 80% j
25 67%
65 33%
80 27%
60-100 33%
60-100
with a 67% adequacy rating. This line length was
used in Document 2 in a three-column format.
Though the 25-character line length scored
well, many respondents disliked the use of
columns (see Appendix C). In designing experi-
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ment two, it was decided that a maximum line length of 60 characters would be used
with unjustified type, putting the number of characters per line within the preferred
range.
PAGE SIZE
Choosing a page size was straightforward, with 80% of respondents preferring a
Page Size I adequate
too small
LUtoo large
screen size custom (8x8) standard
Figure 5.10 Page Size Adequacy
Figure 5.11
Total Percent of Respondents
Stating Adequate:
screen size 80%
custom 20%
standard 27% !
screen-size display. With the current standard
being a 13-15", 640 x 480 pixel monitor, the maxi
mum page size that also allows space for the appli
cation interface is 7.5 x 5.2". This was the page
size chosen for the second experiment.
NAVIGATION
Choosing the most effective document navigation method was a bit more difficult.
Most electronic documents-not only those tested here-use more than one method of
navigation. Simple linear navigation, which gives the user only the ability to move
forward and backward through individual "pages" of a document, received the high
est approval.While this is also one of the highly-rated methods in major legibility
29
15
12
Figure 5.13
Total Percent of Respondents
Stating Helpful or Very Helpful:
0
none mixed methods toe and nonlinear table of contents simple linear
Figure 5.12 Effectiveness of Navigation Tools
studies, in long text-intensive documents, the inability to move freely between major
sections is a drawback. Eighty percent of respondents replied that a hypertext table of
contents combined with non-linear navigation was
either somewhat or very helpful. The use of non-lin
ear navigation is not practical with straight text-the
user must have the ability to access pages in
sequence. Merging linear navigation with a hyper
text table of contents is the best solution, allowing
users to choose between reading straight through a document or reading specific sec
tions or chapters. The combined method was chosen for the second experiment.
none
mixed methods
toe and nonlinear
table of contents
simple linear
20%
20%
80%
40%
87%
AUTOMATIC ZOOMlMAGNIFICATION
The final elements tested in the preliminary experiment were automatic zoom/
magnification andfollow article, functions specific to Adobe Acrobat.
Testing these elements is important, as they can dramatically affect the way a document
3o
15
12
9
6
Automatic Zoom I very distracting
fl somewhat distracting
LJ didn't notice
I I somewhat helpful
9 very helpful
Figure 5.15
Total Percent of Respondents
Stating Helpful or Very Helpful:
increase page size 20%
decrease page size 13%
decrease and follow 33%
article
increase page size decrease pg size decrease and follow article
Figure 5.14 Effectiveness of Zoom Features
displays on-screen. The author of an Acrobat document can specify zoom features
that cause a page to either fit the width or the entire area of the display screen.
Because few documents are currently created screen-size or smaller, automatic zoom
generally causes document size reduction, which
in turn affects type size and legibility. On a stan
dard monitor an 8.5 x 11" document shrinks to
49% of its original size, making it difficult to read.
The user, while given insight as to the -spatial ori
entation of elements on a page, is required to
manually magnify the page before it can be used effectively
Thefollow article function provides a series of links within an article or section of
a document. These links are generally applied to segments of a column, which auto
matically links the segments in sequence, increasing the size of each to fit the width
of the monitor.While the increased size improves legibility, follow article cuts the
user off from the rest of the document, leaving him or her lost within the "random"
movement (see the Comments in Appendix C).
In response to the low user approval ratings outlined in Figure 5.15, it was decid
ed to omit both the follow article and automatic zoom elements from experiment two.
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Results ofthe SecondExperiment
The design of the second experiment was based on the results of the preliminary
experiment, which determined the following: page size to fit within the viewing
area of the monitor, a line length of no more than sixty characters, 14-point Minion
on eighteen point leading, simple linear navigation with a clickable table of contents,
and no automatic zoom features.
PROCEDURE
The new document was created using an eight-page QuarkXpress newsletter
designed for print. Reformatting the major elements of the document was accom
plished by editing the existing style sheets, then pasting the text onto a 7 x
5.2"
page. Graphical elements were dragged from the original document and placed in
the proper reference areas on the new document. The running head and foot were
moved to the new master page, and simple buttons for linear navigation were created
and placed on the master page. The first page displays the masthead and a full table
of contents. To aid navigation users are allowed to go forward one page, back one
page, or to return to the table of contents from every page of the document.
The time necessary to make the adjustments was approximately three hours, not
including the time required to create the buttons. Once the new document was com
pleted it was printed to a PostScript file, which required about 3 minutes, then
opened in Acrobat Distiller. Distiller took one minute and thirty seconds to create
the PDF. Creating the links in Acrobat Exchange required another 30 minutes. The
final document is forty-eight pages long.
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Results ofthe FinalExperiment
The final experiment asked thirty respondents to compare a portable version of the
original newsletter, Document A, with the enhanced portable document created in
experiment two, Document B. The questions and responses are outlined below.
The only change made to the original was to replace the masthead typeface with one
readily available on the Macintosh platform. This typeface, Lucida Handwriting, was
also used to build the masthead on Document B in the second experiment. The
questionnaire for this experiment can be found in Appendix D.
The results of this experiment clearly show that Document B, the result of
experiment two, is better suited for on-screen viewing. But it also reveals that despite
all efforts to provide the best possible document for on-screen viewing, 87% of users
would still prefer to view these documents on paper.
Question 1:
Which document is most effec
tive for on-screen viewing?
1Question 2: \
Would you prefer to:
1) view the more effective docu
ment on-screen
2) print outDocumentA and j
read the hard copy? j
30 ,
^^
30 -i
_
;; : 1^i 1 i^lH flfl 5 B H
Document A Document B read on-screen print out
Figure 5.16 Results of Question 1 Figure 5.17 Results of Question 2
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The hypothesis of this study made the assertion that:
Ifdocuments are originally designedforprinted output, then they must be
reformatted to be effectivefor on-screen viewing
The results of the final experiment illustrated in Chapter 5 prove this to be true. An
overwhelming 97% of respondents agreed that the document created in experiment
two, based on both the theoretical bases of the study and the results of the prelimi
nary experimentation, was more effective for on-screen viewing than a document not
optimized for on-screen use. However, the experimentation also revealed several
other important findings.
87% of those tested would still prefer to read a hard copy.While the reformat
ting was effective in making a portable document legible on-screen, a text-intensive
portable document cannot compete with the printed page.
Document A, the original document used in experiment two, is a simple eight-
page newsletter, while the document enhanced for on-screen viewing is forty-eight
pages long. Clearly the average computer user has a threshold ofpages he or she can
comfortably view on-screen, after which it is preferred to send the documents to a
printer. Forty-eight pages surpasses that threshold.
In undertaking this study, the author believed users would prefer reading an opti
mized document on-screen. Recurring themes among the comments collected from
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the first experiment validates this assumption (see Appendix C). Numerous refer
ences to the unsuitability of page sizes, line lengths, font sizes and styles in the docu
ments used in the preliminary experiment all highlight a need for some type of
reformatting to make on-screen documents effective. But the Portable Document
Format may not be best suited for implementing these changes. Realistically, the
fault lies within the medium itself. Until the resolution of the display device is equal
in quality to a printed page, users will not willingly submit to reading lengthy text
on-screen. Charles Bigelow's statement that ". . . practical evidence suggests that
today's screen resolutions of 72 lines per inch are at least one or two decimal orders
ofmagnitude too low to produce text of optimum visualquality"remains true, more
than ten years after it was written.1
Where PDF and Acrobat excel today is in their ability to reproduce existing doc
uments exactly or very near exactly the way they are, on any computer system, in an
application-, font-, or operating system-independent environment. The technology
making this possible is a great breakthrough in data compatibility and document
transfer. However, it doesn't necessarily follow that users will want to view these doc
uments on-screen, or that the documents are intended to be viewed that way.
As a result of the experimentation performed in this study, the author does not
recommend reformatting text-intensive portable documents specifically so they can
be read more easily on-screen.
ALTERNATIVES
The development ofPDF is concurrent with the development and mainstream use
of the Internet, more specifically theWorld WideWeb. While the Hypertext
Markup Language, or HTML, used to program the formatting ofWWW docu-
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ments may seem beyond the reach of novice programmers, it is extremely intuitive
and not difficult to learn. In additionWYSIWYG HTML authoring programs such
as America Online's NaviPress and Adobe s Pagemill create HTML documents
without requiring the user to know any HTML. In addition, mainstream applica
tions, includingMicrosoftWord and QuarkXPress, plan to offer HTML authoring
plug-ins or extensions, further decreasing the difficulty of creating HTML docu
ments.
One early complaint concerning publishing on theWeb (which, incidentally gave
PDF publishing a slight advantage over HTML) was a lack of design control given
to publishers. But HTML is a very dynamic, evolving language that is constantly
offering more control to designers. As more functionality is added to the language it
may become possible to create aWeb document that looks very much like the print
ed page. But as this study reveals, that is not what users want.
Ultimately, this study points out a need for change in the way
"pages"
are pre
sented in on-line documentation. As was highlighted in Chapter 1, in the on-line
arena a page is no longer a vertically-oriented 8.5 x 11" piece ofpaper, but a 640 x
480 pixel monitor. For a document to be successfid it must use those measurements
as its canvas, and recognize the design limitations of the medium.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Bitmap recently developed TruDoc, a new digital font display technology to compete
with the Portable Document Format. An interesting study could be conducted com
paring the technical differences in the ways PDF and TruDoc display, in conjunction
with a user-preference survey determiningwhether there is a perceptual difference
between the two.
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The relationship between HTML, SGML, and PDF has been the source of some
controversy since Acrobat was introduced. A useful project (and product) would be
to develop a translator for each language that could transform a document to any of
the formats, depending on its intended end-use. The current study, and others like it,
could help determine the best applications for each of the document formats.
Adobe and Netscape are in the process of releasing Acrobat Amber, a plug-in that
will allow PDF documents to be displayed in-line onWeb browsers. It would be
interesting to follow the evolution of this product and determine whetherWeb page
designers simply distill documents developed for print (such as brochures and other
promotional products) intoWeb pages, or if, following the advice of the current
study, a
"Web-specific"
page size and design is developed.
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Endnotes for Chapter 6
1 Bigelow, Charles. "Font Design for Personal
Workstations,"
Byte, January, 1985,
p. 256
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AppendixA
PORTABLE DOCUMENTS USED IN THE
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT
Examples of the portable documents used in the preliminary experiment can be
found in the following pages. Each document is represented by a "screen
shot"
that
has been rotated ninety degrees. The screen shot gives a fairly accurate representa
tion of the resolution and viewing area of each document as it appeared to the
respondents during the experiment. The
"page"
edge of each document is shown
where space allows.
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Appendix B
RESULTS OF THE PRELIMINARY
EXPERIMENT
The following pages illustrate the answers given by respondents to the questionnaire
for the preliminary experiment. A graphical representation of the answers given for
each question is provided, as well as a sample questionnaire.
Results ofPreliminary Experimentation:
Introduction
STATISTICS:
14 pt. Minion on 18 pt. leading
7"
x
5.2"
page dimensions
60 character maximum line length
Simple linear navigation
TYPEFACE LEADING
15
12
9
6 i
3 -
0 - i i
very legible legible illegible too small too wide adequate
TYPE SIZE LINE LENGTH
too small too large adequate too short too large adequate
PAGE DIMENSIONS NAVIGATION
too large too small adequate
*key for navigation chart
1-very distracting
2-somewhat distracting
3-didn't notice
4-somewhat helpful
5-very helpful
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Results ofPreliminary Experimentation:
Document 1
STATISTICS:
12 pt. Adobe Minion on 16 pt leading "55 charcter maximum line length
5"
x
7"
page dimensions simple arrows and hypertext table of
fit to page auto zoom increases document contents
size to 107%
TYPEFACE LEADING
15 T12-
9-
6-
3-
0
very legible legible illegible
t r
too small too vide adequate
TYPE SIZE LINE LENGTH
too small too large adequate too short too large adequate
PAGE DIMENSIONS NAVIGATION
too large too small adequate
15 -i
12-
9-
6-
3-
0
AUTO ZOOM /MAGNIFICAT ION
15 -i
12-
9-
6-
3-
i i
";;;
1- 2- 3- 4- 5-
*key for navigation/automatic
zoom charts
1-very distracting
2-somewhat distracting
3-didn't notice
4-somewhat helpful
5-very helpful
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Results ofPreliminary Experimentation:
Document 2
statistics:
12 pt Courier Bold on 14 pt leading
8"
x
8"
custom page dimensions
complicated navigation with cryptic
clickable table of contents
TYPEFACE
25 character average line length
fit to page auto zoom displays
document at 69%
Includes "follow article"function
which displays a column at page width
LEADING
very legible legible illegible too small too wide adequate
TYPE SIZE LINE LENGTH
T T
too small too large adequate too short too large adequate
PAGE DIMENSIONS NAVIGATION
too large too small adequate 1- 2- 3- 4-
AUTO ZOOM /MAGNIFICATION
*key for navigation/automatic
zoom charts
1-very distracting
2-somewhat distracting
3-didn't notice
4-somewhat helpful
5-very helpful
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Results ofPreliminary Experimentation:
Document 3
statistics:
10 pt Revue (sans serif) on 14 pt leading
8.5"
x
11"
standard landscape page
65 character average line length
Scrolling only; no document-based
navigation
TYPEFACE LEADING
very legible legible illegible
15T
12-
9-
6--
3-
0
too small too wide adequate
TYPE SIZE
15 -t
12---
9-
6--
3-I
too small too large adequate
LINE LENGTH
too short too large adequate
PAGE DIMENSIONS NAVIGATION
too large too small adequate
*key for navigation chart
1-very distracting
2-somewhat distracting
3-didn't notice
4-somewhat helpful
5-very helpful
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Results ofPreliminary Experimentation:
Document 4
statistics:
12 pt Lucida on 14 pt leading
8.5"
x
11"
standard page dimensions
80 character average line length
Hypertext table of contents and
scrolling
TYPEFACE LEADING
15-i
12 -
9 -
6-
3
0
very legible legible illegible
15 -r
12-
9-
6-
3-
0
too small too wide adequate
TYPE SIZE LINE LENGTH
too small too large adequate
15 -t
12-
9-
6-
3-
0--
too short too large adequate
PAGE DIMENSIONS NAVIGATION
too large too small adequate
15 -r
12-
9-
6-
*key for navigation chart
1-very distracting
2-somewhat distracting
3-didn't notice
4-somewhat helpful
5-very helpful
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Results ofPreliminary Experimentation:
Document 5
statistics:
16 pt Galliard on 20 pt leading
11"
x
8.5"
standard landscape page
Automatic zoom displays page at 63%
60-100 character line lengths
Hypertext table of contents and
clickable buttons
TYPEFACE LEADING
15 -r
12--
9-
6-
3 -
0
very legible legible illegible
t r
too small too wide adequate
TYPE SIZE LINE LENGTH
T T
too small too large adequate too short too large adequate
PAGE DIMENSIONS NAVIGATION
too large too small adequate
15T
12-
9-
6--
3-
0--
AUTO ZOOM/MAGNIFICATION
*key for navigation/automatic
zoom charts
1-very distracting
2-somewhat distracting
3-didn't notice
4-somewhat helpful
5-very helpful
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Questionnaire for Preliminary Experimentation
INTRODUCTION
Typeface: Minion 14 point
Leading: 18 pt
Line length: 60 characters
Page Dimensions: 5.2 x 7
Navigation: simple clickable arrows
Typeface- Leading- Type size-
very legible 5 too small 2 too small 1
legible 10 too wide 1 too large 3
illegible 0 ok 12 ok 11
Line length/columnwidth-
too short 3
too large 1
ok 11
Page Dimensions-
too large 0
too small 3
ok 12
Use ofNavigation
Rate the effectiveness of the navigation tools used. Please add what you liked or disliked
to the comments section.
1-very distracting 0
2-somewhat distracting 2
3-didrYt notice 1
4-somewhat helpful 3
5-very helpful 10
Comments (ifyou need more space, continue on reverse):
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Document 1:
Adobe Guide to Acrobat Products and Services
Typeface: Minion 12pt
Leading: 16 pt
Line Length: 55 chars
Page Dimensions: 5.2 x 7
Navigation: simple arrows and hypertext linked TOC
MainTextTypeface- Leading- Type size-
very legible 2 too small 5 too small 7
legible 8 too wide 0 too large 0
illegible 5 ok 10 ok 8
Line length/columnwidth-
too short 1
too large 2
ok 12
Page Dimensions- Automatic Zoom/Magnification-
too large
too small
ok
1-very distracting
2-somewhat distracting
3-didn't notice
4-somewhat helpful
5-very helpful
1
1
10
3
Use ofNavigation
Rate the effectiveness of the navigation tools used. Please add what you liked or disliked to
the comments section.
1-very distracting
2-somewhat distracting
3-didn't notice
4-somewhat helpful
5-very helpful
Comments (ifyou need more space, continue on reverse);
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Document 2:
Acropolis: TheMagazine ofAcrobat Publishing
Typeface: Courier bold 12 pt
Leading: 14 pt
Line Length: 25 characters
Page Dimensions: 8 x 8"
Navigation: follow article, clickable TOC; various clickable pages
MainTextTypefaces*- Leading- TyPe size-
very legible 1 too small 3 too small 9
legible 6 too wide 3 too large 0
illegible 8 ok 9 ok 6
*Because this document has several typefaces, please rate their overall impression and add
comments about typefaces in specific articles/pages to the reverse.
Line length/columnwidth*-
too short 4
too large
adequate
1
10
*Again, because of the varied page design, please note specific likes/dislikes on the reverse.
PageDimensions Automatic Zoom/Magnification
too large 12 1-very distracting 6
too small 0 2-somewhat distracting 2
ok 3 3-didn't notice 3
4-somewhat helpful 4
5-very helpful 1
Use ofNavigation
Rate the effectiveness of the navigation tools used. Please add what you liked or disliked to
the comments section.
1-very distracting 6
2-somewhat distracting 5
3-didn't notice 1
4-somewhat helpful 2
5-very helpful 1
Comments (ifyou need more space, continue on reverse):
6o
Document 3:
Interramp User's Guide
Typeface: Revue 10 point
Leading: 14 pt
Line Length: 65 characters
Page Dimensions: 11x8.5
Navigation: none
Main TextTypeface- Leading- Type size-
very legible 0 too small 7 too small 15
legible 1 too wide 1 too large 0
illegible 14 ok 7 ok 0
Line length/columnwidth-
Page D
too short
too large
ok
7
3
5
imensions-
too large
too small
ok
12
0
3
Use ofNavigation
Rate the effectiveness of the navigation tools used. Please add what you liked or disliked to
the comments section.
1-very distracting 10
2-somewhat distracting 2
3-didn't notice 0
4-somewhat helpful 3
5-very helpful 0
Comments (ifyou need more space, continue on reverse):
6i
Document 4:
Information Alley: Apple Computer s DigitalNewsletter
Typeface: nlmnma+lucida 12 pt main, 10 pt tabular
Leading: 14 pt main, 18 pt tabular
Line Length: 80 characters
Page Dimensions: 8.5 x 11
Navigation: hypertext TOC
MainTextTypeface- Leading-
very legible 5 too small
legible 6 too wide
illegible 4 ok
TabularTypeface- Leadings-
very legible 2 too small
legible 3 too wide
illegible 10 ok
Line length/columnwidth-
too short 0
too large 1 1
adequate 4
Page Dimensions-
too large 10
too small 1
adequate 4
10
0
5
Type size-
too small
too large
ok
Type size-
too small
too large
ok
11
0
4
Use ofNavigation
Rate the effectiveness of the navigation tools used. Please add what you liked or disliked to
the comments section.
1-very distracting
2-somewhat distracting
1
2
3-didn't notice 6
4-somewhat helpful
5-very helpful
6
0
Comments (ifyou need more space, continue on reverse)
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Document 5:
R.RDonnelley's FAQjind Guide to Acrobat
Products and Services
Typeface: Galliard 16pt
Leading: 20 pt
Line Length: 60-100 chars
Page Dimensions: 11x8.5
Navigation: hypertext links, clickable buttons
MainTextTypeface- Leading- Type size-
very legible 9 too small 3 too small 6
legible 1 too wide 0 too large 0
illegible 5 ok 12 ok 9
Line length/columnwidth
too short 0
too large 10
ok 5
Page Dimensions- Automatic Zoom/Magnification-
too large 9
too small 1
ok 5
1-very distracting 4
2-somewhat distracting 1
3-didn't notice 8
4-somewhat helpful 1
5-very helpful 1
Use ofNavigation
Rate the effectiveness of the navigation tools used. Please add what you liked or disliked
to the comments section.
1-very distracting
2-somewhat distracting
3-didn't notice
4-somewhat helpful
5-very helpful
Comments (ifyou need more space, continue on reverse):
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Appendix C
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Appendix C
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Appendix C
COMMENTS COLLECTED FROM THE
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT
The following are comments collected from respondents to the preliminary experi
ment, listed by document number.
INTRODUCTION:
some letters too close, others too much space. How can I use the abc tool?
very easy to navigate.
-Definitely the best of the documents in terms of legibility and navigation.
-I liked the look of the page, but there could be more on it and it would still be legi
ble.
-In general I would like to be able to read a document when it is displayed full size
on a
15"
monitor! (fit page) All other documents are too distracting and too slow.
-no comment. The document was very easy to read.
-Simple, but effective.
-I found the introduction to be laid out in an easy-to-follow manner. Type seemed
to be "right" as for column width and point size were concerned.
-good, clean, simple solution
-The kerning of the letters was distracting
-Very nice, short and to the point. Not confusing at all.
-Very basic, not very interesting but was easy to read and could navigate comfortably.
Kind ofboring, seems okay for a very small document.
-Pages are too empty looking.
DOCUMENT i:
-I would read that again.
-(Navigation) okay but placement should be consistent. Arrow moves from justified
right to a justified left. Needs a button that will take you back to index.
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-I felt that Doc. 1 was a bit tricky to navigate at first. Lots of text. Perhaps larger
images (graphics would help liven it up. Or maybe I just have a short attention
span!)
-Arrows to get back to main screen are missing. Bad. Either include all navigation
tools or use the ones of the program. Maybe arrows should have text, too. Letter
spacing seems to vary significantly. Some text only show as grey bars at 100%. Bad.
-The arrows on the page don't look like navigation buttons, rather a part of the
design itself. I did like the page numbering from the hyperlinks because I feel it is
most important to give a user a sense ofwhere they are located at at all times.
-The move
forward"
arrow seems to be misplaced=it's hard to find. The design
except for the arrow is quite good.
-Again simple at to the point. Not confusing or distracting I like the layout and
design of it.
-The main body text is legible although the type does not seem as legible as it could
be if it were printed. The screen font doesn't seem very
"readable."The bullets on
the contents page could have been better chosen. They don't seem like
"listed" bul
lets. The type size in the index was practically illegible.
-extremely easy to navigate, not frustrating at all. Letter spacing is inconsistent.
Letters are not crisp. Italic letters are extremely annoying.
-The navigation tools are somewhat hidden (the user has to look for them) and
incomplete. The size of the typeface would seem to be ok but the legibility isn't that
great.
-Couldn't get back to Intro page. Font was very jagged but I liked the organization.
-The type was legible, but looked unevenly spaced between characters.Why?
-Good design, but the navigation tools are confusing.
DOCUMENT 2:
-In the electronic publishing arena, I've noticed that the variation in page views can
become VERY distracting and annoying.When you pick up Time or Rolling Stone,
it only comes in one size. Ifyou are unsure ofyou intended audiences viewing pref
erence or ability then this is a good idea. Although the point of periodicals is to tar
get a specific audience, you should knowwhat size and colors are appealing to them.
It's difficult to view this electronic documents due to the varied viewing formats. If
you zoom out the text is too small and can't be read. Ifyou zoom in the text and
leading is too large making for a great deal of eyestrain. I found the navigation tool
distracting because it made type, columns and leading too large. BUT I could read
the type. Some color combinations of text and backgrounds makes for difficult legi-
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bility. "I HATE REDRAWS!"
-Navigation frustrating, letter spacing is good. Light green text is hard to read. Off
white background is easier on the eyes than white. Script is illegible. Difficult to
refer back to beginning of article. I would like the ability to reduce the pg. size-in
order to see where I am in the article.
Re: The Growing Industry- the background is slightly distracting. Letters are crisp.
-I tried to read the article about Acrobat Capture. The "followarticle"function is
very annoying, the text is way too big and I used the mouse every other second. At
the end of the story, there is a dead end-difficult to get back!
-Pages were too big and very difficult to navigate. Moving between pages was even
worse. The mixed fonts were confusing. Some fonts, for example on the masthead
page, were illegible. The elements of page layout and design are meaningless in this
document because the integrity of "the
page"has been lost. The document is very
ineffective because it cannot be viewed as it was created to be viewed. On the "let
ters"
page scrolling down from one column to another caused the page to jump and
get lost, then it came back and so on. Very ironic that a magazine about PDF so
grossly reveals the potential flaws ofPDF!
-Instead of 3 only 2 columns! Takes too long to display background. Too much color.
Awfiil design/color strategy.
-This page sucks! Ugly colors, Perhaps proving (?) that Acrobat is not the paperless
solution. YUCK!
Given no clues to navigation.
-Good design, but could be easier to surf through.
-Definitely not a document for viewing on screen; too slow.
-Navigation is very poor. Typefaces at the end of document were hard to read
because of size and weight. Column size is too short in the beginning and gets better
at end.
-Scrolling often took me to the next page sooner (faster) than I intended.
-Text partially illegible, with backgrounds, crowded layouts a la
"Wired,"
net. It's
WRONG to just put pages on a screen. Auto zoom very helpful (I hate to see only
sections of a page). Link-spots are not obvious. Time to build up a page is much too
big! (too many graphics). Don't like mixing of styles/fonts.
-Navigation was very limited. I found myself clicking on patterns and underlined
text to see if these items were hypertext links. Color was used all over the place. I
didn't mind most places, but the few places that had dark background patterns and
dark text were straining my eyes. I really liked the text on pg. 125 for titles. The
body text on pg. 124 was also nice.
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-"letters to the editors"-Courier?!?! Only some pages had navigation tools. The auto
zoom is terrible because not much detail can be seen. Navigation somewhat distract-
ing-because not all had them.
-Design: yuck!
DOCUMENT 3:
-Cramped boring document. Suggestion: print out and line my cat's litter box.
-Very bad document.
-Headlines are okay/Body copy too small. Leading needs to be this large because the
type is difficult to read. Needs something for direction.
-Really tough to
read- even at 200%. Very dry. Needs graphics (more of them, and
colorful ones too.)
-Font choice is poor.
-Arrows or page numbers would have greatly improved this document. The typeface
was really too tight looking. Much more tracking is also needed.
-The type is very difficult to read in this-and it's ugly too. No real navigation tools.
Overall, this is terrible.
-Navigation-there was none. An arrow would have been helpful as opposed to click
ing on the vertical scroll bar. Table of contents at 59% too hard to read. Somewhat
boring, but yet is was more readable overall because ofvery little choices. Let me
clarify, all you could do was turn the page while some electronic publications give
you too many choices. Screen fonts very poor. Even at 110%.
-Would like the ability to enlarge the document. Navigation is simple. This docu
ment at 63% is useless, at 100% still useless. I like the fact that there is not a lot of
distracting noise in the background.
-Navigation toolswhich ones? I guess somebody must have been thinking some
thing when he/she designed this page. But on a
29"
monitor, why not?
-Didn't guide me through with icons. I doubt this document would be legible even if
it were in printed form. A joke all in all. I tried zooming, but lost all reference to the
page or where I was in the document because it wasn't marked in any way. A table of
contents the worked the the bookmarks would be useful in all these documents.
Even when I zoomed and could read the font I
didn't like it on screen or off. Sans serif is no good for any body type.
-Navigation?
-I miss the red integrated navigation buttons on this document!
-No clues or originality to navigation. Not interesting.
-Almost impossible to read!
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DOCUMENT 4:
-It s okay.
-page too large
-I'm getting sick of looking at these TOO big documents.
-I liked that the document guided from one page to another. Line width is too wide.
Couldn't easily tell where I was in the document but at least I could tell where on
page ended and another began.
-This document seems to be designed for ink on paper and not for a monitor.
-Would like to see a key that would take me back to the table of contents. Uneven
letter spacing-not as distracting as document 1 and Intro.
-Navigation not helpful after leaving the comments section. Screen font seemed
more legible. Columns too wide.
-No real navigation tools. Designed well compared to the previous document.
-I liked the table of contents page with clickable page numbers. However, once in
the document, I felt like I lost browsing control.
-Multi column layout is very bad, you have to scroll up and down!
-Overall-rather easy to read, navigate and absorb. Could use some more graphics.
-Line length on page two is really bad, too short. Page 3 is too long. Navigation okay
but slow. Type size and leading wat the easiest to read. But line length (and naviga
tion, scrolling not buttons) and page size mad it frustrating. Hate to scroll and read!
-Good looking document (?) But with bad type. Body type too small. My poor eyes!
DOCUMENT 5:
-Very nice. Liked it all. Simple yet complex.
-Needs some more leading-not much. Line length-it's distracting when you have to
scroll to read the text. Page much too big. Navigation helpfulbut tool must be this
large because the page is hard to navigate because of its size-it is a relief to find the
button that will take you out of there.
-Page too large, depending on zoom factor. Where to click?
-Very good. Easy to follow, navigate, and absorb. Helpful layout. Seemed very "user
friendly."
-At 100% hints on navigation do not show. Didn't realize that one can click on the
questions. Background kills legibility of type.
-I liked the magnification on this example because I always knew where I was at. In
order of pdf's to work, they must be created in a way that the user doesn't constantly
have to figure out where they are. This page did an excellent job of doing it.
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-Could have used navigation tools embedded in the document.
-Thin type is difficult to read against blue background. Bold type better and yellow
on red is best read.
-light blue background is easy on the eyes. Letter spacing not bad.
-Navigation with this document is very good but the font is too small. The type is
hard to read at the auto zoom magnification.
-The questions are barely legible, the answers are ok (not great) the navigation is
straight forward. Probably the
"best"
to the five documents but still not too exciting.
-Color background is awful. Too much color.
-Ugly colors make it hard to read. The page size isn't as offensive at the others, but
it's still too big.
-Page too large. Liked navigation.
-Good combination of design and function.
7
AppendixD
AppendixD
RESULTS OF THE FINAL
EXPERIMENT
The following page illustrates the questionnaire presented to respondents for testing
the final experiment. The questionnaire includes the number of responses received for
each question.
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Questionnaire for Final Experimentation:
OptimizingText Intensive Documents for
On-screenViewing
This study is being conducted to determine how users prefer to view text intensive
portable documents. Both documents contain the same information. Document A
presents a newsletter in its original format while Document B has been optimized
for onscreen display. Please browse through both documents then answer the two
questions below. Feel free to add comments to the end of the questionnaire. Any
input is appreciated.
1.Which document is most effective for onscreen viewing:?
1. Document A 1
2. Document B 29
2. If given the choice, would you prefer to:
1. view the more effective document on-screen? 4
2. print out DocumentA and read the hard copy? 26
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